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a b s t r a c t
Thyroid nodule is one of the endocrine problem caused due to abnormal growth of cells. This survival
rate can be enhanced by earlier detection of nodules. Thus, the accurate detection of nodule is of utmost
importance in providing effective diagnosis to increase the survival rate. However, accuracy of nodule
detection from ultrasound images is suffered due to speckle noise. It considerably deteriorates the image
quality and makes the differentiation of ﬁne details quite difﬁcult. Most of the detection systems for
the thyroid nodules are semi-automated entailing manual intervention to draw rough outline of the
nodule at some level or require manual segmentation in training or testing phases that increase the
inaccuracies and evaluation time. To handle this, a fully Computer-Aided Detection system is presented
for speckle reduction and segmentation of nodules from thyroid ultrasound images. The proposed system
has three components: speckle reduction to reduce speckle noise and preserve the diagnostic features of
ultrasound image, automatic generation of Region of interest (ROI) that identiﬁes suspicious regions and
fully automatic segmentation of nodule in processed ROI image. The proposed segmentation method
outperformed other methods by gaining high True Positive (TP) value (95.92 ± 3.70%), False Positive
(FP) value (7.04 ± 4.21%), Dice Coefﬁcient (DC) value (93.88 ± 2.59%), Overlap Metric (OM) (91.18 ± 7.04
pixels) and Hausdroff Distance (HD) (0.52 ± 0.20 pixels). This system can facilitate the endocrinologists
by providing second opinion to improve diagnosis of nodules as benign or malignant.
© 2017 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Nodule is the abnormal growth of cells (lumps) within the
thyroid gland that may be benign (non-cancerous) or malignant
(cancerous) [1,2]. In general, the occurrence of thyroid nodule among all the cancer cases is reported to be around 0.2%
[34,30,37,29]. The prevalence of this type of cancer increases with
the age and is one of the most common cancers among women [3].
According to American Cancer Society’s estimates for thyroid cancer, out of 62,450 new cases of thyroid cancer, 6.7% were males and
20% were females and 1950 (1080 women and 870 men) estimated
deaths were expected due to thyroid cancer for 2015 in United
States [42]. As per these medical statistics, thyroid nodule is a severe
disorder leading to high mortality rate. However, the mortality rate
can be reduced if cases are detected and treated early by ﬁnding the
initial symptoms of thyroid nodule [14].
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Ultrasound is used as the most common imaging modality for
early thyroid nodules detection. It is generally preferred due to its
non-ionising radiation effects, inexpensive and painless scanning
operations which provide diagnostically important information
needed for medical diagnosis [22]. However, the key challenge in
automated analysis in ultrasound images is to make accurate nodules segmentation within the thyroid gland. As these images are
affected by speckle noise and intensity in-homogeneity that may
appear as bright spots. Speckle noise can be described as a texture
pattern that changes with the type of biological tissue. It deteriorates the image quality and makes the differentiation of ﬁne details
difﬁcult. The major purpose of speckle reduction is to improve the
image quality [19,15] for accurate segmentation of nodules. However, the removal of speckle noise is always a trade-off between
edge preservation and noise suppression.
Doctors interpret the ultrasound images to provide effective
treatment in order to identify the severity of several thyroid
diseases. Occasionally, practitioners make perception and interpretation errors while performing the diagnosis [20]. Perception
errors occur when anomalies remain undetected even when it is in
sight and interpretation errors occur when a detected abnormality
is incorrectly interpreted as benign or malignant. These errors can
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Fig. 1. Relationship among classical set, fuzzy set and neutrosophic set [39].

be due to distractions, endocrinologist exhaustions, Human Visual
System (HVS) limitations and experience level. This uncertainty can
be ﬁnally resolved by invasive procedures such as biopsies and Fine
Needle Aspiration (FNA). The critical issue for an endocrinologist is
to manually detect the accurate thyroid nodule in the ultrasound
image and classify it as benign or malignant [16]. Therefore, Computer assisted detection systems are becoming popular which assist
endocrinologists in accurate decision making for interpretation of
huge amount of image data [22]. One of the key challenges to be
considered in the design of fully Computer-Aided Detection system
is to make accurate delineation of nodules with automatic extraction of Region of Interest (ROI) within the thyroid gland. The other
challenges are speckle noise suppression in ultrasound images in
some intuitive ways so that indeterminacy and fuzziness can be
easily handled without using any prior information and human
intervention. The goal is to preserve texture details which have high
degree of indeterminacy due to resemblance to the speckle noise.
Fuzzy domain is most widely used by the researchers for handling fuzziness [7]. Fuzzy set (FS) is widely used in image processing
applications [4]. FS can only deal with the membership degree but
is not able to handle the indeterminacy degree of uncertain pixels
[44–46]. Unlike fuzzy logic, neutrosophic logic introduces the extra
domain IM that provides a more efﬁcient way to handle higher
degrees of indeterminacy that are very difﬁcult to be handled by
fuzzy logic. The relationship among classical set, fuzzy set and neutrosophic set is shown in Fig. 1. In case of classical set, TM and FM
have either 0 or 1 values and IM = ∅. While in fuzzy set, IM = ∅ but
TM and FM are real numbers ∈ [0,1] and sum of TM and FM must
be equal to 1. In neutrosophic set, there is no limit on the sum of
TM, IM and FM that is TM, IM, FM ∈ .]− 0,1+ [. Statistically, TM, IM
and FM are the membership subsets which depend on known and
unknown aspects.
Recently, generalization of fuzzy set named as Neutrosophic
Set (NS) is becoming popular in image processing applications
[8,19,20,38,9,31,39,18]. Many researchers have used Neutrosophy
in variety of applications like image denoising and segmentation which have shown that neutrosophic based methods yield
good performance due to their indeterminacy handling capability
[38,8,10,18]. Thus, this paper presented a Computer Aided Detection (CADe) system using neutrosophic based speckle removal
method and segmentation method that can provide another opinion to endocrinologists for accurate nodule detection and reduction
of unnecessary invasive biopsy operations and surgical complications.
The rest of paper is structured as: Section 2 discusses material
and Computer aided detection system with speckle reduction and
segmentation of thyroid nodules. Section 3 discusses the experiments and results while section 4 gives conclusion.
2. Material and methods
2.1. Material
2.1.1. Dataset
In this paper, two real ultrasound image datasets have been
used to validate the efﬁcacy of speckle reduction and segmenta-

tion methods. The ﬁrst dataset of real thyroid ultrasound images is
acquired from the Department of Radiology, Post Graduate Institute
of Medical Education & Research, Chandigarh, India. It consists of
50 subjects, out of which, 20 were males and 30 were females, age
from 15 to 70 years. The images were acquired with a 256 grey-level
depth using IU22 Philips X Matrix with linear probe at a frequency
of 17.5 MHz having 628 × 656 pixels. Each nodule is delineated by
expert and the manual segmentation is served as ground truth
for making comparison. The second dataset is obtained from open
access Digital Database of Thyroid ultrasound Images (DDTI) from
the website of Computer Imaging & Medical Applications Laboratory, Universidad Nacional de Colombia [36]. This dataset consists
of 88 thyroid ultrasound images.
2.1.2. Performance measures
To investigate the performance of segmentation methods both
area-based and boundary-based metrics have been used in this
work. Area based error metrics such as True Positive (TP), False
Positive (FP), Overlap Metric (OM) and Dice Coefﬁcient (DC) are
used to compute the number of pixels covered by the automated
method correctly and wrongly. The boundary based error metrics such as Hausdroff Distance (HD) and Mean Absolute Distance
(MAD) are used to determine the possible disagreement over two
curves [6,43].
2.2. Methods
2.2.1. Neutrosophy
Smarandache introduced Neutrosophy to handle nature and
scope of neutralities [40,41,17]. Neutrosophic theory gives a general framework to handle indeterminacy. Many researchers have
explored several applications such as image de-noising and image
segmentation. It generalizes fuzzy logic and handles the antitheses,
antinomies, contradictions and paradoxes. The term ‘Neutrosophy’,
has appeared from the Latin term ‘Neuter’ as neutral and Greek
term ‘Sophia’ as skill/wisdom [31,39]. Neutrosophy theory takes
into account every concept, entity, or event A associated to its converse Anti–A, the neutralities Neut–A and which is not A Non–A
[39]. The three membership subsets are used to determine the truth
degree, indeterminacy degree and falsity degree of A.
Neutrosophic Set (NS) considers the nature, scope and origin
of neutralities. In neutrosophic logic, three neutrosophic components: True Membership (TM), Indeterminate Membership (IM) and
False Membership (FM) are deﬁned to estimate the degree of truth,
the degree of indeterminacy (neither true nor false) and the degree
of falsity [40,41,17].
2.2.1.1. Neutrosophic image. An image in neutrosophic domain PNI
is considered as TM, IM and FM subsets
 [39]. A pixel
 in neutrosophic
domain can be characterized as PNI tm , im , fm , representing the
pixel as tm % true (nodule), im % indeterminate (nodule boundaries)
and fm % false (background), where tm TM ∈ , im IM ∈ , and fm ∈ FM
[32,33].
2.2.2. Proposed computer aided thyroid nodule detection system
Fig. 2 illustrates the block diagram of the proposed ComputerAided Detection (CADe) system for thyroid nodules. The proposed
CADe system consists of following phases: Speckle reduction,
Region of Interest (ROI) extraction [24] and thyroid nodule segmentation. Firstly, speckle reduction method named as Neutrosophic
Nakagami Total Variation (NNTV) is applied to remove speckle
noise, then ROI is extracted automatically and ﬁnally proposed
Neutrosophic Distance Regularized Level Set (NDRLS) method has
been utilized for the segmentation of thyroid nodules.
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Fig. 2. The block diagram of the proposed Computer-Aided Detection (CADe) system.

2.2.2.1. Speckle reduction method. The speckle reduction method
ﬁrstly transform the image into neutrosophic domain. Secondly,
neutrosophic entropy is computed to handle indeterminacy and
neutrosophic based ﬁltering operation is applied for speckle reduction. Lastly, image is converted into gray level domain from
neutrosophic domain.
In neutrosophic domain TM, IM and FM are the neutrosophic
components used to denote <A>, <Neut-A> and <Anti-A> respectively.
image pixel can be denoted as PNI =
 Every neutrosophic

TM, IM, FM , where TM, IM and FM are the pixels probabilities
that belong to the white pixels set, indeterminate pixels set and
non-white pixels set respectively [32]. The membership functions
TM, IM and FM are computed to transform image from gray level
domain to neutrosophic domain. The membership functions TM, IM
and FM are computed [33] as given below:
TM =

f̂ij − f̂min

(1)

f̂max

where P(NI) is the pixel value in neutrosophic image, TM is the
true membership component in neutrosophic image and IM is the
indeterminate membership subset in neutrosophic image.
In this work, Nakagami Total Variation (NTV) [23] is explored in
Neutrosophic domain for ﬁltering operation (NNTV) [25,26], which
can be represented as
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The details of solving NTV is given in [25]. Take this line
above.The pixels of TM component are processed on the basis of
IM represented as
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where fmn is the noisy image, f̂ij is the pixel’s local mean on a window and w is the size of window .
IM =



1≤j≤n

where i varies from 0 to n-1, j varies from 0 to m-1, f̂ij is the local
mean obtained using window, f̂min is the minimum gray level value
and f̂max is the maximum gray level value.
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where  is the indeterminacy threshold. The value of  is used to
control the indeterminacy of image and is set to 1.2 by checking
the optimal value at step interval of 0.1 from 0 to 10. If IM value
is less than  then no ﬁltering will be applied on TM, else, variational ﬁltering operation TM will be employed (based on nakagami
statistics).

(3)



(4)

ı

FM = 1 − TM

where ı

f̂ij , is computed to determine the indeterminate image component.
False subset, FM, is computed as the complement of TM.
The indeterminate pixels are measured by TM values after the
transformation of image into the neutrosophic domain [33]. The
correlation of TM with IM varies with the distribution of pixels in
IM and consequently modiﬁes the entropy of IM. A neutrosophic
ﬁltering operation for pixel P(NI) is represented as
P(NI) = P(TM, IM))

(6)

(9)

TM max

mean value f̂ij , ımin is the minimum value of absolute difference
and ımax is the maximum value of absolute difference. The false
membership in neutrosophic domain is computed as

The true subset, TM, in neutrosophic domain is processed by
normalizing the gray levels in [0, 1] as given in Eq. (1). In ultrasound images, pixels belonging to speckle and texture are hard
to differentiate, therefore, neighbourhood mean, f̂ij , is applied to
determine the local mean of pixels on a window. The absolute difference, ıij , between intensity value, fij , and its local mean value,

TM min

TM
ı

where ıij is the absolute difference between intensity fij and its local

(5)

−ı

ı
IM =

TM

= abs(TM − TM)

(10)

is the absolute difference between ﬁltering operation
TM

TM and TM after  operation.
After speckle reduction, ﬁnally neutrosophic image is transformed to gray level domain from neutrosophic domain by Eq.
(11).


 ˆ
ˆ
ˆ
f̂ = f̂min + f̂max + f̂min · TM

(11)

where f̂min is the minimum intensity value, f̂max is the maximum
ˆ
ˆ component is processed based on IM after
intensity value and TM
applying neutrosophic variational ﬁltering operation. The Neutrosophic Domain Speckle Reduction method can be implemented
using Algorithm 1.
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2.2.2.2. Segmentation method. Distance Regularized Level Set Evolution (DRLSE) and Neutrosophic L-Means (NLM) clustering are the
most common methods used for image segmentation.
2.2.2.3. Distance regularized level set evolution (DRLSE). Osher and
Sethian presented the level set for curve evolution in 1988 [35].
Generally, Level set methods often used re-initialization as a mathematical solution for consistent results and curve evolution. But
re-initialization leads to high computational cost which can be
overcome by utilizing DRLSE [27]. Therfore, it avoids the reinitialization problem and reduces the computational cost.
Let ϕ : ˝ → R be a Level Set Function (LSF) expressed on image
domain ˝. The gradient ﬂow of energy functionεng (ϕ) can be
depicted as



εng (ϕ) = egp (ϕ) + Enext gedge , ϕ



ϕ0 (x, y) =

−Br

if ϕ0 (x, y) ∈ 0

Br

otherwise

(13)

where ˝0 is a subsetin ˝ and 0 is a constant.
The main drawback of DRLSE is that it is inﬂuenced by the initial
position of manually provided contour. Generally, the segmentation outcome is based on the shape and initial position of initial
level set function. If the preliminary position of LSF is located far
from the nodule, then LSF is likely to be kept at the periphery
instead on the nodule. Thus, adequate initialization of level set
function around the boundary of object is necessary for accurate
segmentation.

(15)

2
L  VTx −ly   m−1

VTx −ld 

d=1





where L is number of clusters,U (k) = uxy is the membership matrix,
y is the cluster index and x is the pixel index.

N

ly =

um (1 − VIx )VT
x=1 xy

N

(16)

um (1 − VIx )
x=1 xy

where VT is transformed true vector, VI is transformed indeterminate vector and N is sum of entire pixels in image. If a pixel’s
indeterminate value is high, its contribution to all cluster centers
is reduced, otherwise, its contribution to cluster centers is decided
by its membership function.
Update image fijk+1 by
fijk+1 =

⎧
⎨ fijk
⎩ f̂

k
ij

if

IM (k) < I

if

IM (k)

≥ I

T

(17)

T

where I T is the indeterminacy threshold value. In order to choose
an optimum value of indeterminacy threshold, I T , different values from 0.1-step interval [0.1, 2.0] are taken for different type of
images. This threshold value is used to distinguish high and low
indeterminacy.
The iteration will stop when
max

2.2.2.4. Neutrosophic L-Means (NLM) clustering. Neutrosophic LMeans (NLM) Clustering is based on neutrosophy and Fuzzy
C-Means (FCM) to group pixels into a lesion region and background
[11]. Shan et al. presented a NLM clustering method for image segmentation based on FCM clustering [39]. The objective function of
Neutrosophic L-Means (NLM) clustering can be represented using
Eq. (14).

1

uxy =

(12)

whereegp (ϕ) is the distance regularized term,  > 0 is a controlling parameter, gedge is an edge indicator function and Enext is the
external energy term [27].
LSF may be initialized from binary region represented as



norm expressing the correspondence between any measured data
and the cluster j.
The partitioning in neutrosophic domain is performed through
iterative optimization of objective function given in Eq. (14), with
the membership function uxy and cluster center ly by Eq. (15) and
Eq. (16) respectively.



ij

(k+1)

|Uij

(k)



− Uij |

< εps

(18)

where εps is a predeﬁned stopping criterion between 0 and 1.
The output binary image, Ok , is obtained by:
Ok = {

1
0

ux0 > ux1

(19)

otherwise

(14)

where ux1 is the background membership function and ux0 is the
foreground membership function.

where m is exponential fuzziness, VT is the vector of true membership degree, VI is the vector of indeterminate membership degree,
ij is the membership degree, lj is the cluster center and ||.|| is any

2.2.2.5. Proposed segmentation method. This paper presents the
new Neutrosophic based Distance Regularizer Level Set (NDRLS)
method for automated segmentation of nodules in thyroid ultrasound images. The proposed method used the image intensity as

NLM
Jm

=

l
N



2
m
VT (1 − VI) − lj NLM ,
ij

1≤m≤∞

i=1 j=1
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Fig. 3. Block diagram of proposed automated Neutrosophic Distance Regularizer Level Set.

Fig. 4. Thyroid ultrasound (img7) (a) Original image. Segmentation results by (b) Proposed NDRLS method.

the main feature. The block diagram of fully automated segmentation system is shown in Fig. 3.
The proposed method is comprised of NLM clustering and
NDRLS with adapted parameters. Initially, ROI extraction method is
used to extract small rectangular region to remove the redundant
background for facilitating full automation of image segmentation
[24]. Subsequently, Neutrosophic L-Means (NLM) clustering provides the controlling parameters directly to the NDRLS. Finally, the
NDRLS guided by NLM is presented to automatically segment the
nodules. The NDRLS segmentation method incorporates NLM with
level set to solve the manual initialization problem of level set.
Therefore, in order to make fully automatic segmentation method,
the proposed method requires approximation of the contours of
nodule region from NLM clustering to initialize and regularize the
level set as well as to estimate the various controlling parameters
automatically. The proposed NDRLS method automates the initialization of level set using NLM and parameter conﬁguration. The
initial curve (LSF) will evolve ﬁrmly to the precise boundary of nodule with directly integration of NLM results. The object Ok obtained
by NLM is close to the object of interest that is required to be segmented. Therefore, few iterative steps are required to push/pull the
zero level set from Ok to the required curve.
The initial level set function ϕ0NLM obtained from NLM is
employed to approximate actual boundaries. The NDRLS can be
initialized from object of interest (Ok ) as

If the initial ϕ is outside the Ok then it is necessary to choose positive
sign of ␣ for shrinkage and vice-versa. The higher value of timestep
 may lead to problem of boundary leakage. From experimental
results, it is observed that the higher values of ␣ and S accelerates
the level set evolution and smoothens the contour respectively. But
these rules are insufﬁcient for optimum conﬁguration of parameters in thyroid ultrasound image. Thus, it is essential to adjust these
parameters automatically by NLM as given below.
Given the initial LSFϕ0NLM from NLM, time step parameter can
be computed as

ϕ0NLM = −ε (G (Ok ))

The parameter S controls the topological variations and prevents the leakage problem. For obtaining the smooth curve,
weighting coefﬁcient of contour length is calculated as

(20)

where ε is the dirac regulator for image smoothening and G(Ok )
is enhanced balloon force to push/pull the contour adaptively
towards the Ok [28].
G (Ok ) = 1 − 2(Ok )

(21)

There are several parameters required for DRLSE for image
segmentation. In literature, certain rules are used for setting of optimum values of controlling parameters. As setting of higher value
of ␣ not only smoothens the image but also loses some details of
image. The balloon force ␣inﬂuences the curve evolution direction.

=˛/

(22)

where is the length and ␣ is the weighted area of initial LSFϕ0NLM
got from NLM clustering.
Thus, is calculated as




g
H ϕ0NLM dxdy
˝ edge
 NLM 
= 
˝

gedge ıε ϕ0





(23)

dxdy





Where, ıε ϕ0NLM is the dirac regulator function and H ϕ0NLM is
the Heaviside function.
The product of  * should be smaller than one-fourth for accurate evolution and stability [28]. The  is computed as
=

0.2

S = 0.1 ∗

(24)

(25)

Generally, in level set, balloon force ␣is chosen as a global constant for different types of images. A larger value of ␣may resulted
in boundary leakage due to weak edges. To deal these issues, an
enhanced ␣is used in this work. Here, ␣ is the weighted area got
from initial LSF ϕ0NLM that is used to push/pull the contour adaptively towards Ok . The LSF pull towards Ok regardless of its initial
location. From experiments, it has been observed that initial NLM
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Fig. 5. View of segmentation and evaluation phases.

Fig. 6. Comparison of different speckle reduction methods on real image (img2) =0.5. (a) Original image (b) NRSNR (c) NNRSNR (d) NTV (e) NNTV.

can be considered as an index for curve evolution. The NDRLS obtain
membership degree of each pixel uxy as distance to the particular
object Ok . Thus, external energy can be denoted as



Enext (g, ϕ) = S ıε (ϕ) div gedge



∇ϕ
+ G (Ok ) gedge ıε (ϕ)
|∇ ϕ|

(26)

The evolving equation for NDRLS is represented as
ϕk+1 (x, y) = ϕk (x, y) + [[∇ 2 ϕ − div(
+ıε (ϕ)div(gedge

∇ ϕ)
)]
|∇ ϕ|

∇ϕ
) + (1 − 2(Ok ))gedge ıε (ϕ)]
|∇ ϕ|

(27)

where k is the iteration index,  is time step, S is the weighting
coefﬁcient of contour length,  is the regularization term weighting coefﬁcient, Ok is an object obtained by NLM clustering, gedge
is an edge indicator function and ıε is the dirac delta function.
The NDRLS initialization by NLM is fully automatic. The NLM is
employed to derive the balloon force ␣ directly. The evolution will
automatically slow down as it move towards Ok . NDRLS become

stable automatically with the assumption of conventional S . These
modiﬁcations avoid the excessive or inadequate segmentation. The
proposed NDRLS method is given in Algorithm 2.
Further, the visual results of NLM clustering and proposed
NDRLS methods are illustrated in Fig. 4. Original ultrasound image is
shown in Fig. 4(a). Fig. 4(b) illustrates the delineated nodule boundary in thyroid ultrasound image using NDRLS method. The contour
contracts, expands, merges or splits and pauses at the required
position during NDRLS evolution for accurate delineation. It is also
observed that NDRLS in neutrosophic domain has an ability to
delineate the nodule accurately without any human intervention.
Algorithm 2. Proposed NDRLS method
Input: Approximated object of interest from NLM clustering.
Output: Segmented nodule
Step 1: Initialize LSF with NLM clustering and estimate parameters such as , , ε, S , and ␣.
Step 2: Approximate and ␣ of initial LSFϕ0NLM using Eq. (22).
Step 3: Calculate and  by Eq. (23) and Eq. (24) respectively.
Step 4: Step 4: Calculate S by Eq. (25).
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Fig. 7. Denoising results on the thyroid ultrasound image (img8) (a) Original image (b) Line proﬁle of original image (c) NNRSNR (d) Line proﬁle of NNRSNR (e) NNTV (f)
Line proﬁle of NNTV.

Step 5: Apply NDRLS for curve evolution using Eq. (27).
Subsequently, the last component is automatic segmentation
method for thyroid nodule segmentation in ultrasound images. In
this, a fully automated Neutrosophic based Distance Regularizer
Level Set (NDRLS) method is proposed for accurate and effective
segmentation. It integrated the Neutrosophic L-Means (NLM) clustering with DRLSE to solve the manual initialization problem by
providing automatic initialization of the level set. In this work, the
NLM clustering approximated the contours of nodule region for
initializing and regularizing the level set function. Also, the NDRLS
estimated the various controlling parameters adaptively from NLM
and became stable as the implicit interface approaches the speciﬁc
contours.
3. Graphical user interface of CADe system
Further, a Graphical User Interface (GUI) has been developed to
incorporate the sequence of steps required for the segmentation
of thyroid nodule into a single visual environment to let an easier
handling of input images and saving of results. Fig. 5 illustrates a
displaying of evaluation phase with segmentation phase. Initially,
an image is selected and the result of each routine is displayed in
the separate ﬁgure window such as ﬁltered image, ROI extraction
and segmentation. In segmentation phase, the “Load image” button is used for loading image. The “Apply ﬁlter” button includes
menu to call speckle reduction methods such as Neutrosophic

LEE (NLEE) [21], Neutrosophic KUAN (NKUAN) [21], Neutrosophic
Nakagami Total Variation (NNTV) [26], Nakagami Total Variation
(NTV) [23], Neutrosophic Nonconvex Regularizer Speckle Noise
Removal (NNRSNR) [25] and Nonconvex Regularizer based Speckle
Noise Removal NRSNR [13]. The user can select any method for
the removal of speckle noise from ultrasound images. “ROI” button consists of a method for automatic extraction of ROI from a
real ultrasound image. Then “Segmentation Method” button consists of menu to call segmentation methods namely Neutrosophic-L
Means (NLM) [39], Neutrosophic C-Means (NCM) [12], Neutrosophic Watershed (NW) [44] and Proposed Neutrosophic Distance
Regularized Level Set (NDRLS), along with ﬁgure window to display
level set mesh. Evaluation phase consists of segmented and ground
truth image along with performance metrics. “Evaluate” button is
used for displaying the values of quality metrics to compare the performance of chosen computerized and manually segmented image.
In addition, an option to save, reset and quit is provided.
All these functionalities have been integrated into a simple and
user-friendly GUI environment designed for ease of application.
For the segmentation of thyroid nodules in ultrasound image, high
accuracy entails more manual involvement and achieving complete
computerization is often at the cost of precision. The proposed
CADe system effectively solves such problems. It is completely
automatic and achieves accurate segmentation. Therefore, CADe
system can be further used for computer-aided diagnosis of thyroid
nodules.
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Fig. 8. Results on the thyroid ultrasound image (img9) (a) Original image. Denoised results on the image processed by (b) NRSNR (c) NTV (d) NNRSNR (e) NNTV.

4. Experimental results and discussion
4.1. Results on real thyroid ultrasound images
This section shows the experimental results of speckle reduction
methods on real thyroid ultrasound images. The methods used for
speckle reduction are NTV, NRSNR, NNRSNR and NNTV. Fig. 6(a)
shows an original image. The result of NRSNR shown in Fig. 6(b)
shows good speckle suppression but some spots and blurriness can
be easily visualized.

The NTV method presented in Fig. 6(c) shows that the method
has performed well both in terms of speckle suppression and edge
preservation. From visual results shown in Fig. 6(d) and Fig. 6(e),
it is observed that both the NNRSNR and the NNTV method in
neutrosophic domain show better removal of speckle noise in
homogeneous areas. Thus, it is concluded from the results that the
methods in neutrosophic domain are performing better than the
methods in spatial domain.
From Fig. 7, it has been observed that the NNTV can better preserved the nodule’s boundaries in thyroid ultrasound image while
the degree of speckle suppression is high as compared to NNRSNR
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Fig. 9. (a) Ultrasound image (img23) (b) Ground Truth. Segmentation results by (c) DRLSE (d) NW (e) ACWE (f) FLSM (g) NCM (h) NLM (i) NDRLS.

as shown in Fig. 7(e). It has also been observed that the speckle
is effectively removed and structure of thyroid nodule has been
well preserved in neutrosophic domain by NNTV using Nakagami
distribution statistics.
Fig. 8 also shows the visual results of NRSNR, NTV, NNRSNR
and NNTV. The evaluation of both NRSNR and NNRSNR show that
the neutrosophic domain improves the despeckling performance
shown in Fig. 8(b) and Fig. 8(d). NNTV signiﬁcantly removes the
speckle noise both in textured and homogeneous areas. Further, it
can be used for accurate segmentation and differentiation of distinct tissues as shown in Fig. 8(e). It is also noticed that NNTV
can better preserved the nodule’s boundaries in thyroid ultrasound
image while the degree of speckle suppression is high as compared
to NNRSNR method. It is also observed that the speckle is removed
effectively and nodule structure has been well preserved in neutrosophic domain by NNTV using Nakagami distribution statistics
as compared to NTV method given in Fig. 8(c).

4.2. Comparison of NDRLS with other segmentation methods
Further, the performance of segmentation methods in neutrosophic domain is compared with proposed method on dataset 1 and
dataset 2 of thyroid ultrasound images. Table 1 and Table 2 lists the
values of all quality metrics. As evident from results, it is observed
that NDRLS outperforms all other neutrosophic domain methods by
achieving high values in terms of TP, DC and OM. The larger values
of area based metrics produced by NDRLS ensure more resemblance
between the region segmented by segmentation methods [39]. The
NDRLS also reveals an improvement in FP and HD as compared
to other methods as listed in Table 1 and Table 2. Furthermore,
smallest HD value speciﬁes the superiority of proposed method as
compared to other methods. The NDRLS is better than other methods in terms of FP, TP, OM, DC and HD. The results show that more
overlapping area is obtained by NDRLS as compared to NCM [12]
and NLM [39].
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Fig. 10. Ultrasound image (img318) (a) Original image (b) Ground Truth. Segmentation results by (c) DRLSE with threshold (d) NW (e) ACWE (f) FLSM (g) NCM (h) NLM (i)
NDRLS.
Table 1
Performance measures of segmentation methods on dataset 1.
Metrics Methods

TP (%)

FP (%)

DC (%)

OM (%)

HD (pixels)

NCM
NLM
NDRLS

90.07 ± 7.3
91.80 ± 6.2
93.45 ± 2.5

10.44 ± 5.2
9.90 ± 8.5
4.07 ± 4.8

91.55 ± 8.80
92.40 ± 4.0
93.8 ± 3.70

89.14 ± 10.0
90.10 ±n7.0
92.8 ± 4.6

0.66 ± 0.40
0.90 ± 0.08
0.24 ± 0.08

Table 2
Performance measures of segmentation methods on dataset 2.
Metrics Methods

TP (%)

FP (%)

DC (%)

OM (%)

HD (pixels)

NCM
NLM
NDRLS

88.5 ± 6.2
89.0 ± 6.9
95.92 ± 3.70

10.93 ±10.9
11.41 ± 13.3
7.04 ± 4.21

78.50 ± 18.4
89.00 ± 6.9
93.88 ± 2.59

78.44 ± 18.3
89.00 ± 6.9
91.18 ± 7.04

20.1 ± 19.7
4.3 ± 4.01
0.52 ± 0.20

Table 3
Comparison of NLM with NDRLS on dataset 2.
Metrics Methods

TP(%)

FP(%)

OM(%)

DC(%)

MAD(pixels)

HD (pixels)

NLM
NDRLS
p-value

92.3 ± 4.9
95.4 ± 3.5
<0.005

8.4 ± 4.9
7.3 ± 5.3
<0.005

91.9 ± 5.1
93.1 ± 5.2
<0.005

94.5 ±2.7
94.2 ±4.6
<0.005

1.9 ± 1.2
0.2 ± 0.9
3.3 × 10−3

0.9 ± 0.08
0.2 ± 0.82
1.9 × 10−9
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Table 4
Performance of NDRLS with speckle reduction or without speckle reduction on dataset 2.
Metrics Method

TP (%)

FP (%)

OM (%)

DC (%)

MAD (pixels)

HD (pixels)

Without speckle reduction
With speckle reduction
p-value

94.9 ± 3.1
95.4 ± 3.5
<0.05

7.3 ± 5.3
7.1 ± 4.9
<0.05

92.9 ± 4.9
93.1 ± 5.2
<0.05

93.9 ± 0.4
94.2 ± 4.6
<0.05

0.2 ± 0.8
0.2 ± 0.9
<0.05

0.2 ± 0.72
0.2 ± 0.81
<0.05

Fig. 11. (a) Original image (img32) Dataset 1 (b) Ground Truth. Segmentation result by (c) NDRLS (d) Corresponding 3D Level Set mesh.

The quantitative results of proposed method are also supplemented with subjective outcomes. Two real thyroid ultrasound
images from dataset 2 are illustrated in Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 respectively. Both images have low contrast with weak boundaries
between nodules and adjoining tissues. Fig. 9 shows the visual
comparison of NDRLS with all aforementioned methods. Fig. 9 (a)
illustrates the original thyroid ultrasound image and Fig. 10(b)
shows the ground truth image. The image segmented by DRLSE is
affected as the region can be easily trapped into inappropriate local
minima due to local change of intensities as illustrated in Fig. 10(c).
It is observed that the images segmented by Neutrosophic Watershed (NW) [44–46] Active Contour without Edges (ACWE) [5] and
Fuzzy Level Set Method (FLSM) [28] are susceptible to noise and the
contour can pass through weak edges as shown in Fig. 9(d), Fig. 9(e)
and Fig. 9(f) respectively. In addition, Fig. 9(g) illustrates the visual
outcome of NCM, which shows that the boundary of segmented
nodule is not close to the boundary marked by an expert. As evident from Fig. 9(h), NLM method is not able to segment the entire
nodule properly. From results, it is found that segmented nodules
by NDRLS are very close to the manual segmentation as shown

in Fig. 9(i). The proposed method can handle pixels uncertainty,
fuzziness and indeterminacy.
Fig. 10(a) shows the original ultrasound image and Fig. 10(b)
illustrates the ground truth image. The image segmented by DRLSE
is able to attain delineate nodule regions with non-nodule regions
also as shown in Fig. 10(c). While from Fig. 10(d), Fig. 10(e) and
Fig. 10(f), it is apparent that the nodule is not accurately segmented
out because of weak boundaries and poor contrast. The NCM and
NLM are able to segment the nodule in neutrosophic domain but the
obtained boundary is not much closer to the ground truth boundary
as illustrated in Fig. 10(g) and Fig. 10(h). The best segmentation of
nodule is achieved by NDRLS as the attained segmentations are very
smooth and completely adapted to the thyroid nodule boundaries
as shown in Fig. 10(i).
Additionally, NDRLS can prevent leakage through weak edges
resulting in accurate extraction of nodule boundaries by handling
the intensity in-homogeneity well. The comparison of NDRLS and
NLM are given in Table 2. The mean values of TP, DC and OM
obtained with NDRLS are 95.4%, 94.2% and 93.1% respectively.
Mostly, NDRLS converge to higher values than NLM. The mean difference values of OM, DC, TP and MAD obtained by the NLM and
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Fig. 12. (a) Original image (img40) Dataset 2 (b) Ground truth. Segmentation results by (c) NDRLS (d) Corresponding 3D Level Set mesh.

NDRLS methods are 1.2 ± 0.1, 2.97 ± 2.5, 3.1 ± 1.4 and 1.7 ± 0.3 pixel
respectively, in support of NDRLS. Also, Table 3 demonstrates the
statistical signiﬁcant difference between NLM and NDRLS to show
that their application is viable in medical practice. The statistical
signiﬁcance of this result is validated by p-value. The resulting pvalue of each metric is signiﬁcant in a 0.005 level. Further, the
experiments were carried out for the segmentation of nodules with
or without speckle reduction to evaluate the robustness of NDRLS
in presence of artifacts. Table 3 listed the results of various evaluation metrics with p-value and standard deviation. If p-value is
less than 0.01, and then the difference is considered as highly signiﬁcant, in statistics. If p-value is between 0.01 and 0.05, and then
the difference is considered as signiﬁcant. The resulting p-value of
each metric is signiﬁcant in a 0.05 level. The variation in TP rate
from 95.4% to 94.9% shows that NDRLS with speckle reduction covers slightly more region than without speckle reduction. The FP
rate from 7.3% to 7.1% also indicates less difference between both
methods in mis-coverage of the non-nodule regions.
The p-values of OM and DC are also less than 0.05, which indicate signiﬁcant difference. The differences between the evaluation
results of NDRLS with or without speckle reduction are signiﬁcant.
The performance of NDRLS with or without speckle reduction is also
demonstrated by the boundary error metrics too, which show that
the contours generated by NDRLS with or without speckle reduction are much closer to the manual delineations as given in Table 4.
As evident from these results, it is observed that NDRLS can be
applied without speckle reduction for the nodule segmentation. All
these results justify the good indeterminacy handling capability of
neutrosophic domain.

Further, two images from different datasets are selected to
demonstrate the capability of NDRLS in delineating multiple nodules as illustrated in Fig. 11 and Fig. 12. The original thyroid
ultrasound image consisting of multiple nodules is shown in
Fig. 11(a) and Fig. 12(a) whereas Fig. 11(b) and Fig. 12(b) illustrate
the ground truth image. Fig. 11(c) and Fig. 12(c) illustrate that the
NDRLS can segment multiple nodules with its 3D level set mesh
shown in Fig. 11(d) and Fig. 12(d).

5. Conclusion and discussion
Neutrosophy is an important tool for removing uncertainty from
ultrasound images and is most widely used in image denoising.
In this work, an automated CADe system for the segmentation of
nodules in thyroid ultrasound images has been developed. A Neutrosophic domain Nakagami Total Variation method has been used
for speckle reduction and Neutrosophic based Distance Regularized
Level Set method is proposed for automated segmentation of thyroid nodules in ultrasound images. The experimental results show
that the initial contours are automatically identiﬁed very near to the
actual nodule boundaries of the thyroid gland which can be fastly
reﬁned by level set. In experiments, NDRLS is found to be highly
efﬁcient, robust and accurate. The NDRLS automatically approximates the optimal parameters from NLM and becomes stable as
the implicit interface comes closer to the desired contours. The
experimental results reveal that the NDRLS performed better than
other methods in handling indeterminacy and in-homogeneity. The
NDRLS can separate all nodules in spite of blurry and unclear edges.
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It can also prevent boundary leakage into adjoining tissues and can
smooth vague background. Besides the above beneﬁts, NDRLS can
also segment multiple nodules. Additionally, NDRLS does not need
any training and input from the user. Furthermore, the method is
capable of revealing thyroid nodule boundaries in spite of intensity
variations. The higher values of quality metrics achieved by the
NDRLS method over other state-of-art methods, recommends its
application in medical practice. Finally, a fully automated CADe system for the segmentation of nodules in thyroid ultrasound images
has been developed with graphical user interface without any
human intervention. It may be used as a second opinion tool to
assist endocrinologists for automated and accurate delineation of
thyroid nodules in ultrasound images. This helps to reduce the
number of false positives and improves the accurate detection of
thyroid nodules.
This research work successfully solved the computer-aided
detection problems by systematically developing speckle reduction, automatic ROI extraction and segmentation methods that
can improved the quality of ultrasound images and aid doctors in
detecting the thyroid nodules. This work would deﬁnitely be an aid
for future research as it provides techniques for speckle suppression and accurate detection of thyroid nodules in ultrasound images
for an effective diagnosis. Additionally, the proposed detection system is fully automatic and requires no training but still there are
many aspects need to be studied in the future in order to achieve
better performance and accuracy. The present work suggests few
directions and challenges for the researchers to further explore the
area of thyroid ultrasound image processing and analysis in detail.
In future, the work can be extended for the delineation of isoechoic thyroid nodules. As this research work has focused only on
the development of CADe system for the segmentation of nodule
from thyroid ultrasound images. The texture features and classiﬁcation techniques can be combined to develop Computer-Aided
Diagnosis (CADx) system with the proposed fully automatic CADe
system, which will be more useful for thyroid nodule diagnosis.
Furthermore, research utilizing larger datasets of real-time images
with feedback information is required to validate the beneﬁts of
NDRLS on other tissues. The method is general and can be applied
to other ultrasound images of diverse anatomical structures.
The further research can be extended to validate the proposed
system to three dimensional ultrasound images and Doppler ultrasound images as this work only deal with B-mode ultrasound
images. Other imaging modalities are still need to be explored with
this system. Neutrosophy based techniques can be applied to other
image processing problems such as image retrieval. Neutrosophic
domain methods can be compared to wavelets to show their effectiveness over other domains.
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